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outlineoutline

“DQM by Trigger classes” implemented, thanks to Ruben  “DQM by Trigger classes” implemented, thanks to Ruben  

“Hand“Hand--made” separation between Calib and Physics data made” separation between Calib and Physics data 
removed;  now we have only 224 histograms (not 450 as removed;  now we have only 224 histograms (not 450 as 
before) ; we trust now how framework fills histograms with before) ; we trust now how framework fills histograms with 
different  speciesdifferent  species

Will be in next Release Will be in next Release 



T00QAshifter plot shows  beam T00QAshifter plot shows  beam 

qualityquality

Run 153415Run 153415

Beam with Beam with 
problemsproblems

QA71QA71

DQM: no data calibration usedDQM: no data calibration used
-- after 1after 1st   st   1000 physics events we fit 1000 physics events we fit 
time (CFD) histogram and extract mean time (CFD) histogram and extract mean 
time position;time position;
For all next eventsFor all next events
-- subtract  this mean for all CFD time subtract  this mean for all CFD time ––
centred distribution around zerocentred distribution around zero
--find time closet to 0 for A and C sides, find time closet to 0 for A and C sides, 
convert it to ns  and call it T0A and T0Cconvert it to ns  and call it T0A and T0C

Reconstruction:  Reconstruction:  
equalize channels using  from OCDB  equalize channels using  from OCDB  
shifts value calculated by DA ;shifts value calculated by DA ;
apply amplitude correction ; if time apply amplitude correction ; if time 
signal has not corresponding amplitude signal has not corresponding amplitude 
we remove it from competition;we remove it from competition;
Choose smallest time for each side, Choose smallest time for each side, 
convert to ns  and call in T0A and T0C;convert to ns  and call in T0A and T0C;

logbooklogbook



Header BC ID vs TRM BC IDHeader BC ID vs TRM BC ID

Call expert immediatelyCall expert immediately

Run 157479 goodRun 157479 good



LHC11d 156621

T00QA                                           T00QAshifter from logbookT00QA                                           T00QAshifter from logbook



LHC11d run 156622 T00QA



LHC11d run 156622 T00QAshifter 
logbook 



LHC11d next runs

Before  run 156626 agent  was reloaded and DQM shifter saw Before  run 156626 agent  was reloaded and DQM shifter saw 
correct histograms but in logbook they are not correct with correct histograms but in logbook they are not correct with 
very low statisticsvery low statistics
For next run 156629 information in logFor next run 156629 information in log--book is correct   book is correct   

I will add this sentence in Twiki and apply a threshold I will add this sentence in Twiki and apply a threshold 

If shifter see on T00 tab histograms looks like this please reIf shifter see on T00 tab histograms looks like this please re--
load agent:load agent:


